Using a high-resolution regional ocean model, the impact of tidal mixing on water mass transformation and circulation in the South China Sea (SCS) is investigated through a set of numerical experiments with different configurations of tide-induced diapycnal diffusivity. The results show that including tidal mixing in both the Luzon Strait (LS) and SCS has significant impact on the LS transport and the intermediate-deep layer circulation in the SCS Basin. Analysis of the density field indicates that tidal mixing in both the LS and SCS are essential for sustaining a consistent density gradient and thus a persistent outward-directed baroclinic pressure gradient both between the western Pacific and LS and between the LS and SCS Basin, so as to maintain the strong deep-water transport through the LS. Further analysis of water mass properties suggests that tidal mixing in the deep SCS would strengthen the horizontal density gradient, intensify the basin-scale cyclonic circulation, induce more vigorous overturning, as well as generate the subbasin-scale eddies in the abyssal SCS. The results imply that tidal mixing in both the LS and SCS plays a key dynamic role in controlling water mass properties and deep circulation features in the SCS and thus need to be deliberately parameterized in ocean circulation models for this region.
Introduction
Diapycnal turbulent mixing is identified as one of the most important controlling factors of many physical and dynamic processes in the world's oceans. The global ocean stratification and meridional overturning circulation (MOC) are largely sustained by diapycnal mixing (Marshall and Speer 2012; Talley 2013 in the ocean interior far from boundaries (Ledwell et al. 1993 ) to greater than O(10 23 ) m 2 s 21 over regions of rough topography, such as seamounts, ridges, canyons (e.g., Polzin et al. 1997; Ledwell et al. 2000; Carter and Gregg 2002) , and continental shelves in marginal seas (e.g., MacKinnon and Gregg 2003) . To sustain the diapycnal mixing, there must be a continuous supply of mechanical energy (Huang 1999; MacKinnon 2013) . Wunsch and Ferrari (2004) postulated that the energy of near-inertial waves generated by surface wind is dissipated mostly within the upper ocean; however, how deep the wind energy input can penetrate is still up for debate (Alford et al. 2012; Wu et al. 2011) . The global energy of internal lee waves generated by quasi-steady flow and mesoscale eddies over rough topography is estimated to be about 0.2-0.4 TW (Nikurashin and Ferrari 2013; Scott et al. 2011 ). Another energy source for diapycnal mixing is the internal tides generated by the interaction of barotropic tides with rough topography. The global energy conversion from barotropic tides to internal tides in the deep ocean is estimated to be around 1 TW (Egbert and Ray 2000; Jayne and St. Laurent 2001; Niwa and Hibiya 2014) , about half of the 2 TW required to maintain the global MOC (Munk and Wunsch 1998) . Therefore, tidal mixing dominates among these factors that contribute to the diapycnal mixing in the global deep ocean, in particular in the South China Sea (SCS) where enormously energetic internal tides are known to be generated in the Luzon Strait (LS; Alford et al. 2015; Ma et al. 2013; Zhao 2014) . A semiempirical parameterization scheme for tidal mixing was proposed by St. Laurent et al. (2002, hereinafter referred to as LSJ02), which represents local dissipation of internal tides, that is, the dissipation of internal tides near their generation sites, with magnitude of local barotropic tidal currents, roughness of bottom topography, and bottom stratification (Jayne and St. Laurent 2001) . The LSJ02 parameterization has been implemented in several global ocean general circulation models in the recent decade. Simmons et al. (2004) carried out the first application of this mixing scheme in a coarse-resolution model of the global ocean, and their climatological comparisons show a substantial reduction of temperature T and salinity S biases using the parameterization compared to the cases using either a globally constant value or the Bryan and Lewis (1979) formulation. The experiments of Saenko and Merryfield (2005) suggested that the enhanced diapycnal mixing due to internal tides increases bottom-water circulation and deep stratification, significantly intensifies and deepens the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC), and increases bottom-water formation around Antarctica. Jayne (2009) compared simulations with various parameter choices and found that LSJ02 has a noticeable impact on the simulated global MOC and the transport of the ACC. Melet et al. (2013) compared two simulations employing the LSJ02 and Polzin (2009) parameterization, respectively, and found that the global ocean state is sensitive to the vertical profile of tidal mixing.
There are, however, very few studies conducted on the marginal seas, as compared to the open ocean. KochLarrouy et al. (2007 KochLarrouy et al. ( , 2008a applied a modified LSJ02 scheme in a regional model of the Indonesian Seas to investigate the effect of tidal mixing on water mass transformation along the Indonesian Throughflow and in the equatorial current system. They found that tidal mixing has predominant impact on the T-S characteristics of the Banda Sea and the Indonesian Throughflow (Koch-Larrouy et al. 2007 ). They also found that internal tides are the only energy source for creating the thermocline water and the Indonesian outflow water and make seawater absorb more heat from the atmosphere by cooling the surface water (Koch-Larrouy et al. 2008b) . The model with parameterization of tidal mixing can reproduce the observed salty water penetration from the subtropical South Pacific, the thermocline stratification in the southern Indonesian basins, and the cold and fresh tongue exiting into the Indian Ocean (Koch-Larrouy et al. 2008a ).
The SCS is a semienclosed marginal sea located in the northwest Pacific Ocean (PO), with the LS being the only deep-water passage connecting the SCS to the PO. The Bashi Channel with a depth of about 2400 m is the deepest connection in the LS. Thus, below 2400 m, the SCS is an isolated basin without direct water exchange with surrounding oceans. However, the colder and denser Pacific Water can sink into the SCS Basin below 2400 m after it crosses the LS; thus, net upwelling must occur in the deep SCS to compensate the overflow . The upper circulation in the SCS driven mainly by the seasonally reversing monsoon has been investigated extensively over the past several decades, which is subject to a significant seasonal variation with generally a cyclonic circulation in winter and an anticyclonic circulation in summer (e.g., Wyrtki 1961; Chu et al. 1999; Shaw and Fu 1999; Chu and Li 2000; Qu 2000; Liu et al. 2001; Xue et al. 2004; Fang et al. 2009 ). In contrast, there are very few studies on the intermediate and deep circulations. Analysis of the thermohaline structure, dissolved oxygen, and sediment distributions in the SCS reveals the existence of a basin-scale anticyclonic circulation in the intermediate layer and a cyclonic circulation in the deep layer (Yuan 2002; Li and Qu 2006; Qu et al. 2006; Wang et al. 2011; Lan et al. 2013 Lan et al. , 2015 Gan et al. 2016) , accompanied by a ''sandwich'' structure of the SCS overturning circulation as envisioned from the high-resolution global reanalysis data (Shu et al. 2014) . Because of the lack of sufficient observations, the detailed structures of water properties and circulation in the intermediate and deep SCS remain largely unknown.
The basin-averaged diapycnal diffusivity in the SCS required to reproduce the observed water mass transformation is estimated to be 10 23 m 2 s 21 based on a 1D advection-diffusion model . Elevated diapycnal mixing due to the enormous energy dissipation of internal tides in the LS and SCS, with a maximum up to 10 22 m 2 s 21 , are reported (St. Laurent 2008; Tian et al. 2009; St. Laurent et al. 2011; Liu and Lozovatsky 2012; Lozovatsky et al. 2013; Yang et al. 2014 Yang et al. , 2016 Wang et al. 2016) . It has been speculated that diapycnal mixing is the primary driving force of the deep-water transformation and overturning circulation in the LS and SCS region. The North Pacific Deep Water (NPDW; Mantyla 1975) overflows through the LS in the deep layer (Tian et al. 2006; Chang et al. 2010 ) and gradually gets mixed by strong turbulence generated by the dissipation of internal tides (Tian et al. 2009 ), which maintains the baroclinic pressure gradient across the LS as well as drives the deep transport through the LS ) and a basin-scale upwelling in the deep SCS . The NPDW eventually leaves the SCS for the PO and surrounding seas through the LS in the intermediate layer (Chao et al. 1996; Chen and Huang 1996; Tian et al. 2006; Gan et al. 2016 ) and through the Taiwan, Mindoro, and Karimata Straits in the upper layer Yaremchuk et al. 2009 The purpose of this paper is to investigate the impact of tidal mixing on the circulation and water properties in the SCS through a set of numerical experiments with different mixing schemes employed in a high-resolution regional model. We implemented the tidal mixing scheme devised by Wang et al. (2016) , which is based on energetics of internal tides and can thus represent enhanced diapycnal mixing induced by dissipation of internal tides generated both locally and remotely. Note, however, that possible reductions of model biases or reproduction of observed features will not be our focus when using different mixing schemes because 1) impacts on model biases would be model dependent (Melet et al. 2013) and 2) observations in the deep water available for model validation are very limited. Instead, this study explores sensitivity of the ocean state to tidal mixing in the LS and SCS regions and the relevant dynamic mechanisms, which are not expected to depend on detailed model configurations.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: The parameterization scheme of tidal mixing is described in section 2. The model configuration and numerical experiments are introduced in section 3. Section 4 presents the results of the numerical experiments, which are then discussed and summarized in section 5.
Tidal mixing parameterization
Our tidal mixing scheme in the LS and SCS regions follows the work of Wang et al. (2016) . The generation and radiation of internal tides are simulated by a threedimensional, high-resolution, internal tide model, with both the local and remote dissipation of internal tides being implicitly resolved. The depth-integrated dissipation rate of baroclinic energy hDIS bc i is calculated as the difference of the divergence of the depth-integrated baroclinic energy flux F bc and the depth-integrated barotropic-to-baroclinic energy conversion rates E bt2bc :
where
and the angle brackets represent tidal averaging. The variables H and h denote the time-mean water depth and surface tidal elevation, respectively; w bt is the vertical velocity associated with barotropic tides; r 0 and p 0 are the perturbations of density and pressure, respectively; and u 0 is the baroclinic velocity. These quantities are all estimated from the tidal simulation of Wang et al. (2016) , to which we refer for a detailed introduction to the methodology.
In principle, a 3D analysis of internal tide energetics is possible with model-simulated quantities, but the results are very sensitive to the mixing scheme and other aspects of dynamics in the tidal model. To avoid uncertainties in calculating the vertical energy transport, we examine the depth-integrated baroclinic energy budget [Eq. (1)] based on the depth-integrated baroclinic energy equation.
Since the baroclinic energy budget analysis can only produce a 2D rather than 3D distribution of energy dissipation, a known/assumed vertical structure function of the tidal energy dissipation is needed to obtain a 3D tidal mixing estimate. Unfortunately, because of the lack of substantial microstructure observations, the vertical distribution of tidal dissipation remains unknown. To proceed, we adopt the vertical structure function F(z) in the LSJ02 parameterization formulated as
assuming that both the local and remote tidal dissipations are bottom intensified and exponentially decay away from the seafloor. Here, z is the vertical decay scale taken to be z 5 500 m, according to LSJ02, and D is the total water depth.
Thus, the diapycnal diffusivity induced by the dissipation of locally and remotely generated internal tides is calculated by
Here, G is the mixing efficiency, set to be 0.2 according to Osborn (1980) , k 0 is the background diffusivity and is specified as k 0 5 1 3 10 25 m 2 s 21 , and r and N 2 are the seawater density and the squared buoyancy frequency, respectively. Therefore, the scheme is similar to LSJ02 except that it takes into account the dissipation of remotely generated internal tides besides the local tidal dissipation. It is more realistic and thus more accurate in representing tidal mixing in the SCS, where the major source of turbulent kinetic energy is internal tides generated in the LS radiating into the entire SCS Basin.
The estimated diapycnal diffusivity is subject to significant spatial variability throughout the LS and SCS region (Fig. 1) . The strongest tidal mixing occurs in the LS and the northern SCS Basin. In the LS, the diapycnal diffusivity is of O(10 (2016), these results are generally consistent with diapycnal diffusivity estimates from turbulence microstructure measurements and finescale parameterizations. Therefore, this tidal mixing scheme is suitable for exploring the impact of tidal mixing on the water mass transformation and circulation in the SCS.
Model configurations
The regional model used in this study is based on the Massachusetts Institute of Technology General Circulation Model (MITgcm; Marshall et al. 1997) . The model is structured in z coordinates, and the Gent-McWilliams/Redi subgrid-scale (SGS) eddy parameterization (GMRedi parameterization) is adopted to eliminate spurious diapycnal mixing introduced by advection schemes. The GMRedi parameterization mixes tracer properties along isopycnal surfaces by orienting the diffusion tensor into the isopycnal and diapycnal directions (Redi 1982) and adiabatically rearranges tracers through an advective flux (Gent and McWilliams 1990; Gent et al. 1995) .
Our model domain extends from 28 to 298N in latitude and from 98.58 to 128.58E in longitude, including the entire SCS Basin, the LS region, as well as part of the northwest Pacific Ocean (Fig. 2) . The model has a high resolution of 1/128 3 1/128 in the horizontal direction and 60 z levels in the vertical. The thickness of layers gradually increases from 10 to 50 m within the 0-300-m water depth, 100 m within 300-4500-m water depth, and 200 m below 4500-m water depth.
The mixing parameterization is set as follows: The horizontal and vertical eddy viscosities are calculated with the Smagorinsky (1993) scheme and the KPP scheme (Large et al. 1994) , respectively. The isopycnal diffusivity is set to be 500 m 2 s
21
. Different configurations of the diapycnal diffusivity estimated from the parameterization specified in section 2 are adopted in different numerical experiments as detailed below. Note that the actual distribution of isopycnal and diapycnal mixing in the model is somehow different from what we specified because the model is based on z coordinates and the GMRedi scheme is applied to orientate the diffusion tensor into the isopycnal and diapycnal directions.
We carried out four numerical experiments. The experiment NoTM is configured with the standard KPP scheme with a uniform background diffusivity of 1 3 10 25 m 2 s 21 , which is the only run without consideration of tidal mixing. The other three experiments are configured with modified KPP schemes, that is, replacing the constant background value in the KPP scheme with different considerations of tidal mixing. In the experiments TM-LS and TM-SCS, tidal mixing solely in the LS and the SCS region, respectively, is considered in order to isolate the individual impact of tidal mixing in the two regions (Fig. 2) . In experiment TM-SCSLS, tidal mixing in both the LS and the SCS regions is considered. The model topography is taken from the General Bathymetric Chart of the Oceans (GEBCO_08) bathymetry data (http://www.gebco.net/) with a high resolution of 30 arc s. The initial temperature and salinity fields are the monthly mean of January derived from the Generalized Digital Environmental Model, version 3 (GDEMv3), climatology (http://www.usgodae.org/pub/ outgoing/static/ocn/gdem/). The model is forced by the climatological monthly mean wind stress calculated from the cross-calibrated multiplatform (CCMP) datasets (Atlas et al. 2011 ) with a relaxation of the sea surface temperature and salinity to the monthly mean GDEMv3 climatology. In the three (northern, southern, and eastern) open boundaries, where a sponge layer is assumed, the model thermodynamic variables are also relaxed to the climatology.
All the numerical experiments start from an initial state of rest and run for 100 yr. As shown in Fig. 3 , the total kinetic energy of both the upper (0-2000 m) and deep (2000-bottom) SCS reaches quasi equilibrium by the end of the 100-yr simulation for all experiments, and the experiment TM-SCSLS takes the least time of about 20 yr to achieve its equilibrium state for the deep SCS. We therefore take the annual mean of the 100th model year for further analysis. Note that since the tide-induced diapycnal diffusivity considered in the experiments is an annual mean without seasonal evolution, the seasonal cycle features of circulation and water mass transformation in the SCS are not considered in this study. Note also that although it may be more reasonable to conduct the analyses on isopycnal surfaces along which the water moves approximately, we conduct the analysis on isobath surfaces in this study to avoid potential errors induced by the coordinate transformation from isobath surfaces of the z-coordinate model to isopycnal surfaces and to ensure everything is self-consistent within the dynamic framework of the model. The same analysis has in fact been conducted in many previous studies (Huang and Jin 2002; Saenko and Merryfield 2005; Jayne 2009 ). This makes it easier to compare our results with the existing studies.
Results

a. Water mass properties
The basin-averaged differences of potential temperature u and salinity S in the SCS between the experiments including tidal mixing and the experiment NoTM are shown in Fig. 4 . The simulated water mass properties at the same layer show similar qualitative differences in all the experiments with tidal mixing. Under the influence of tide-induced diapycnal mixing, the water masses become colder and fresher in the subsurface layer, warmer and saltier in the intermediate layer, and warmer and fresher in the deep layer. The largest differences appear in TM-SCSLS with elevated diapycnal diffusivity in both the LS and SCS, suggesting that the deep water is significantly lightened with the warmer and fresher water overlying through tidal mixing. Taking TM-SCSLS, for example, the cross-section distributions of u and S differences along 178N and 1158E are shown in Fig. 5 , respectively. Although diapycnal mixing is locally elevated over the continental slope, seamounts, and abyssal basin (Wang et al. 2016) , the water mass FIG. 4 . Basin-averaged differences of potential temperature u and salinity S in the SCS between the experiments with tidal mixing and the experiment NoTM.
FIG. 5. Cross-section distributions of the differences in potential temperature u and salinity S between TM-SCSLS and NoTM, along 178N and 1158E, respectively.
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properties within the same layer over the whole basin show almost identical variation, with relatively larger changes where the diapycnal diffusivity is bigger. These results suggest that tidal mixing enhances the SCS water transformation at the basin scale. The area-averaged density profiles within and on both sides of the LS below 2400 m are used to examine the horizontal density differences of the deep water between any two regions of the PO, LS, and SCS (Fig. 6) . The horizontal pressure gradient at a certain depth is proportional to the gradient of the depth integration of the density anomaly from the sea surface down to that depth. According to the simplified hydraulic theory of Qu et al. (2006) , we can consider the water overlying the deep water as a layer of motionless fluid with slightly lower density; thereby, the potential density gradient of the deep water can be taken as a proxy of the horizontal baroclinic pressure gradient relative to the overlying water. Among all experiments, NoTM shows the lowest density differences between any two regions. For experiments with tidal mixing, the density difference in TM-LS is the highest between the PO and LS (Fig. 6b) , but the lowest between the LS and SCS (Fig. 6c) , whereas that in TM-SCS shows a completely opposite result. As expected, the density difference in TM-SCSLS keeps relatively high between the adjacent regions and becomes the highest between the PO and SCS (Fig. 6a) . These comparisons reveal that tidal mixing in a sole region of the LS or the SCS can only sustain the density gradient between the upstream and the local region, while tidal mixing in both the LS and SCS are necessary to maintain a consistent density gradient across the LS and thus provide an outward-directed baroclinic pressure gradient relative to the overlying water.
To further examine properties of deep water, Fig. 7 shows the horizontal maps of potential density s 0 at 3000 m in the SCS Basin. In NoTM (Fig. 7a ), relatively high s 0 is along the northern and western continental margins, and the low value is in the southeastern part of the SCS, with about 27.697 kg m 23 to the west of the LS and about 27.695 kg m 23 in the southeastern corner of the basin. In TM-LS (Fig. 7b ), because of the highest level of diapycnal diffusivity applied in the LS, the NPDW gets strongly mixed with the overlying light water within the LS; thus, it leads to a much lower s 0 (about 27.665 kg m 23 ) water intrusion into the deep SCS, and the low s 0 water stays rather uniform in the whole SCS Basin, only decreasing slightly by less than 0.002 kg m 23 between the LS vicinity and the southeastern corner of SCS. In TM-SCS (Fig. 7c) , with the tide-induced diapycnal mixing in the SCS, s 0 is lower/higher than that in NoTM/TM-LS and the horizontal gradients of s 0 in the whole SCS deep basin strengthen extremely, especially around the LS vicinity and the central seamounts in the northern basin, the western boundary, and the southeastern corner in the southern basin. In TM-SCSLS (Fig. 7d) , s 0 has generally the same pattern but relatively lower horizontal gradient than that in TM-SCS, and the value of s 0 is the lowest among all experiment due to the effect of tidal mixing in the LS as shown in TM-LS (Fig. 7b) . The simulated patterns of potential density in TM-SCS and TM-SCSLS show a good agreement with previous reports based on hydrographic data and dissolved oxygen concentration from the World Ocean Database (Qu 2002; Qu et al. 2006) but are different from the GDEMv3 data, which have a light-water core west of Luzon Island ). These results indicate that tidal mixing in the deep LS would make the intruded water too light and weaken the horizontal density difference within the SCS Basin, while tidal mixing in the deep SCS would maintain and strengthen the horizontal density gradient in the SCS Basin.
b. Luzon Strait transport
The water fluxes across 1218E in the layers of 0-500 m, 500-1000 m, and from 1500 m to bottom are calculated as the transports in the upper, intermediate, and deep layers in the LS, respectively. Figure 8 shows the transport evolutions of the four experiments. The transport in the upper layer appears to be only weakly impacted by tidal mixing (Fig. 8a) , with the differences between any two experiments of less than 0.20 Sv (1 Sv [ 10 6 m 3 s 21 ), while the transports in the intermediate and deep layers are both significantly impacted by tidal mixing. In the intermediate layer (Fig. 8b) , the annual mean transport without tidal mixing (NoTM) decreases continuously after spinup and shifts from outflow to inflow after about 426
50 yr of integration. In the other three experiments with tidal mixing (i.e., TM-LS, TM-SCS, and TM-SCSLS), the decrease of transport during model spinup all weakens with the transport, eventually reaching an equilibrium state of about 0.13, 0.68, and 1.0 Sv, respectively, in the 100th model year. The largest value (1.0 Sv) obtained in TM-SCSLS is more consistent with the results from high-resolution global reanalysis data (Xie et al. 2013; Shu et al. 2014 ). The results suggest that tide-induced diapycnal mixing in both the LS and SCS is essential in driving the water transport in the intermediate layer through the LS. In the deep layer (Fig. 8c) , the annual-mean transport of NoTM decreases rapidly after spinup and remains variable in the 100th model year with a value of 0.17 Sv. In contrast, the annual-mean deep transports in TM-LS, TM-SCS, and TM-SCSLS all reach quasi-equilibriums by the 100th model year, with a value of about 1.16, 1.52, and 2.35 Sv, respectively. In previous studies, the estimated mean transport of deep-water overflow through the LS ranges from 0.5 to 2.5 Sv, based on diagnostic calculations (e.g., Wang 1986; Qu et al. 2006) , instantaneous hydrographic data (e.g., Tian et al. 2006; Yang et al. 2010) , and mooring observations (Liu and Liu 1988; Chang et al. 2010; Zhou et al. 2014) , as well as numerical simulations ). The present estimate in TM-SCSLS is close to the upper bound of these estimates. Given the deep-water transport in the LS and the total volume below 1500 m in the SCS (about 1.9 3 10 15 m 3 ; Qu et al. 2006) , the residence time of the SCS deep water in TM-LS, TM-SCS, and TM-SCSLS is estimated to be roughly 52, 40, and 26 yr, respectively, as compared to 24 yr estimated by Qu et al. (2006) . Therefore, the tide-induced diapycnal mixing in the LS or/and SCS significantly speeds up the deep-water renewal in the SCS Basin.
Previous diagnostic estimates of the deep-water transport through the LS are generally based on the density difference between the PO and SCS, and the hydraulic theory with assumptions of flat bottom in the LS (e.g., Qu et al. 2006) . However, our experiments show that the strength of transport is not exactly consistent with the density difference between the PO and SCS (Fig. 6a) or that between the adjacent regions (Figs. 6b,c) . This is because the section used to estimate the transport is set between the LS and the SCS, as done in most previous studies. The tidal mixing solely in the LS cannot sustain relatively high density gradient between the LS and SCS but that in the SCS can (Fig. 6c) , so the deep-water transport in TM-SCS is relatively higher than that in TM-LS. This is probably why most previous studies only emphasize the enhanced diapycnal mixing in the SCS and recognize it as a key process responsible for the density difference between the PO and SCS, which drives the deep-water transport through the LS (e.g., Zhao et al. 2014) . Nevertheless, our experiments indicate that, besides tidal mixing in the SCS, tidal mixing in the LS also plays an important role in sustaining the density gradient between the PO and LS as well as between the PO and SCS (Figs. 6b,a) ; thus, the impact of tidal mixing in the LS must be taken into account in the simulation of deep-water mass transformation and transport through the LS. In NoTM, TM-LS, and TM-SCS, relatively weaker diapycnal mixing in either the SCS (for TM-LS) or the LS (for TM-SCS) or both (for NoTM) cannot sustain the consistent high density gradient through the LS, and thus the horizontal pressure gradient that drives the deep-water overflow between the PO and the SCS weakens gradually. As a result, the deep transport in NoTM decreases continuously and probably vanishes after sufficiently long model integration, and the deep transports in TM-LS and TM-SCS are much weaker than that in TM-SCSLS. In contrast, the deep-water transport in TM-SCSLS can reach an equilibrium state with a high value because tide-induced diapycnal mixing in both the LS and SCS can maintain the consistent water mass transformation and thus the required horizontal pressure gradient force through the LS (e.g., Qu et al. 2006) . The results of our experiments reveal that tidal mixing in both the LS and SCS is necessary to sustain the deep-water transport through the LS. Figure 9 shows the vertical-averaged currents from 2400 m to the bottom in the SCS Basin for all the experiments. In NoTM (Fig. 9a) , there is a predominant basin-scale cyclonic circulation around the seamounts in the central SCS with a narrow deep western boundary current. In TM-LS (Fig. 9b) , the boundary current and the cyclonic circulation weaken dramatically throughout the entire basin, as a result of the decreased horizontal density gradients in the SCS Basin (Fig. 7b) , suggesting that the tide-induced diapycnal mixing in the LS would have a negative effect on driving the cyclonic deep circulation in the SCS.
c. Deep circulation
In contrast, the simulated cyclonic deep circulation in the SCS is significantly enhanced in TM-SCS (Fig. 9c) with three subbasin-scale cyclonic eddies embedded (indicated by the dashed circles in Fig. 9c ). It can be seen that the NPDW, after entering the SCS through the LS, flows southward along the continental margins off southeast China and east Vietnam as a stronger, westintensified boundary current and extends to the southwestern corner of the SCS deep basin before being mixed away in the basin interior. The intrusion of NPDW and the basin-scale cyclonic gyre are consistent with the existence of lower potential temperature and higher potential density near the western boundary than in the central basin as well as with the distribution of the oxygen concentration in the SCS (Qu 2002) . The multieddies in the interior of the SCS Basin are similar, though with much smaller velocities, to those identified from the deep geostrophic current calculation using the GDEM data . The results in TM-SCSLS (Fig. 9d) are quite similar to those in TM-SCS, with relatively smaller velocities due to the relatively weaker density gradient under the effect of tidal mixing in the LS (Figs. 7c,d) .
Previous studies attribute the abyssal cyclonic circulation to the drive by the Luzon overflow (Lan et al. 2013 (Lan et al. , 2015 and the constraint of topographic effects Wang et al. 2011) . The results of our experiments reveal that tide-induced diapycnal mixing in the LS and SCS has significant impact on both the deep LS transport and the basin-scale deep circulation in the SCS. Moreover, it is possible that the bottomintensified tidal mixing over the seamounts in the central SCS Basin plays an important role in the formation of the three separated subbasin-scale cyclonic eddies.
d. Meridional overturning circulation
The MOC in the SCS Basin is examined by the meridional streamfunction, which is defined by c( y, z) 5
where c(y, z) is the meridional streamfunction, y is the velocity in the y direction, and x w and x e denote the western and eastern boundaries, respectively. Considering the presence of both source and sink in the open LS, the SCS MOC south of 18.58N is shown in Fig. 10 , with negative and positive streamlines corresponding to clockwise and counterclockwise circulations, respectively. There is a clockwise vertical cell in the upper layer for all experiments, which appears to be quite weakly influenced by tidal mixing. However, the MOC in the mid-and deep layers are both quite sensitive to the tidal mixing, as discussed below.
The distinct feature of the MOC in experiments TM-SCS (Fig. 10c) and TM-SCSLS (Fig. 10d) is the sandwich pattern, which is consistent with the three layers of the LS transport. A relatively strong clockwise MOC is found in the upper layer above 300-m depth, which indicates that the upper inflow water from the LS sinks in the northern SCS and gradually upwells from north to south. A quite weak counterclockwise MOC appears between 300-and 1000-m depths, indicating a northward transport in the midlayer. The deep MOC is clockwise below 1000-m depth with extremely intensive streamlines in the northern side and slight enhancement for TM-SCSLS around 2000-m depth, which indicates that the deep inflow water from the LS sharply falls into the northern SCS deep basin and eventually upwells in the southern SCS. This basin-scale sandwich structure of the SCS MOC in experiments TM-SCS and TM-SCSLS is consistent with the previous study using the highresolution global reanalysis data (Shu et al. 2014) , although with some subbasin-scale discrepancies and relatively weaker strength. In contrast, the deep SCS MOC is significantly weaker in experiment TM-NoTM (Fig. 10a) and even disappears in experiment TM-NoTM (Fig. 10b) . These results indicate that tidal mixing in the SCS could induce more vigorous meridional overturning circulation and upward water transport in the abyssal SCS Basin, whereas tidal mixing in the LS would weaken these processes.
Conclusions and discussion
In this paper, the impact of tidal mixing on the water mass transformation and circulation in the SCS is investigated through a set of numerical experiments. This is realized by applying different configurations of diapycnal diffusivity in a high-resolution regional model. Our key finding is that tidal mixing in both the LS and the SCS is essential for sustaining a continuous density gradient and thus a persistent outward-directed baroclinic pressure gradient across the LS, so as to maintain the strong deep-water transport through the LS. Nevertheless, in terms of the individual role of the tidal mixing in the LS or the SCS, it is found that tidal mixing in the deep LS would weaken the horizontal density gradient in the SCS deep basin and thus the deep SCS currents; in contrast, tidal mixing in the deep SCS would strengthen the horizontal density gradient in the SCS deep basin and thus intensify the horizontal basin-scale cyclonic circulation and the overturning circulation as well as generate the subbasin-scale abyssal eddies. Moreover, our results indicate that the tide-induced diapycnal mixing in the LS or/and SCS significantly speeds up the deep-water renewal in the SCS Basin, which makes the model spinup achieve an equilibrium state for the deep SCS in a relatively short time. The simulation with tidal mixing in both the LS and the SCS shows a good agreement with the previous studies, demonstrating the vitally important dynamic role of tidal mixing in controlling the water mass properties and circulation structures in the SCS. It should be pointed out that the present study is by no means conclusive in understanding the impact of tidal mixing on the ocean state in the SCS, and several uncertainties remain. First, our current understanding on the spatial patterns of mixing processes in the LS and SCS remains rather rudimentary. Moreover, for understanding and predicting changes in the ocean state, and hence the climate system, it is necessary to embed a tidal mixing parameterization into ocean circulation models, in which the diapycnal diffusivities evolve both spatially and temporally with the model state. Many complicated physical and dynamic processes involved, such as the connection between circulation, wind forcing, mixing, and bottom topography, have not been established and are interesting topics for future studies.
